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James is comfortable in
the care of Southside
team

Since 2018 James has been receiving
immunotherapy treatment at
Southside Cancer Care.
He first saw a local doctor who referred him
to a haematologist. After the initial
consultations, he was put on the list for
infusion. His haemotologist, Dr Paul Downe,
organised for him to have the infusion
process at Southside, where he consults and
is the Clinical Services Director.
During his ongoing treatment, James has
found the process to be straightforward.
Appointments are prescheduled and the
treatment process very organised, “they’ve
got me on the list, a nurse takes me inside,
weighs me and then it’s a matter of putting a
canula in my arm, setting the timer and the
rate,” says James.
Throughout Covid-19 lockdowns, there were
strict procedures to protect staff and
patients, but the centre was able to continue
delivering treatment to its patients.
James has been very happy with the service
at the centre and says, “I wouldn’t go
anywhere else if I had the option. They are
all very pleasant nurses, and they know what
they are doing.”

He appreciates the situation of the
Southside clinic. The centre has expansive
views looking out on Sutherland Shire
treetops and across to Botany Bay and the
city skyline. It provides patients with a
calming and beautiful outlook while they
undergo treatment. James jokes that the
setting, which has comfortable chairs and
huge windows, reminds him of hotel
accommodation, adding, “It’s a pleasure
to be there for treatment.”
The Southside Centre is conveniently set
up with complementary services such as
radiology, pathology and a pharmacy. The
onsite pathology laboratory can process
patient blood samples on-site within a few
minutes, which helps to alleviate patient
stress.
James is able to take advantage of the
patient car parking arrangements at the
Southside centre underneath the building.
If people are told they need treatment,
Southside offers a caring service with
professional and friendly staff. James
affirms, “I’m comfortable in their care.“
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Sheila knows everyone
is number one at
Southside Cancer Care

Sheila has been attending Southside
Cancer Care for treatment over the
past four years. She has high praise
for the staff she adores and is happy
to spread the word about Sutherland
Shire’s purpose-built facility for
cancer patients.
“Until I went there, I didn’t know the Cancer
Centre was even there,” says Sheila.
“Honestly, more people need to know about
it.”
Sheila’s journey began out of left field after
symptoms, and a subsequent ultrasound at
Sutherland Hospital picked up her cancer.
After numerous tests, a range of specialists
were consulted to find out more about her
condition.
One of the doctors explained that he would
have to hand her over to an oncologist. “The
next morning, the GP rang me and booked
me into Southside. And that is where I met Dr
Tracey Dunlop,” says Sheila.

For Sheila, the best way to describe her
emotional response to the centre is, “When
you walk in, you don’t feel like you are
‘home alone’!”
She continues, “Three people I adore are
Stephanie, as you walk in, the pharmacist
Camilla, and of course, Nursing Unit
Manager Esther. They are all so caring in
their different ways. Having different
personalities like that is really good.
Because a person can choose who they
do or don’t want to confide in.”
Sheila’s husband drives her to
appointments, which are convenient for
the shire residents. The facility is located
near Westfield Miranda, and Southside has
parking spots allocated for patients. “How
civilised is that? You park underneath,”
Sheila comments.
Having lived in the Woronora River area for
decades, Sheila feels very fortunate. “It is
still just a glorious place to live. It’s just the
pace. You sit here, you watch the canoes,
you watch everybody, it’s beautiful.” She
thinks the tranquil setting of “the Wonny”
makes it easier for her to recuperate,
“Living where we live helps.”

Sheila currently attends the centre every
three weeks, and she appreciates the set-up,
with chairs for chemotherapy patients that
face a beautiful view. “The huge window and
views are amazing,” she adds.

Sheila values the presence of her longtime neighbours and the assistance of her
family. “I do have massive support, which
is fantastic. I’m very, very fortunate I have
a wonderful husband and wonderful
children.”

She has come to know the centre’s staff well
over the long course of her treatment. Dr
Dunlop and the other staff members are
“brilliant”, according to Sheila. The reception
staff are attentive and can help her organise
appointments when needed. “Everybody is
very efficient."

She also gives credit to the Southside staff
and centre. “When you go in, you are
number one. Everybody is number one. It
is lovely.” If locals sought her advice on
cancer treatment options, Sheila reckons,
“I would tell them to go to the GP and
make sure that they go to Southside."
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Patricia is very happy
with the high standard
of care at Southside

Pat knows the Southside Cancer Care
Centre where she receives treatment
very well and she is proof that age is
no barrier to health improvements
and seeking medical treatment.
Sylvania resident Pat has lived in the
Sutherland Shire area for more than six
decades and she is a longstanding patient
at the Southside Cancer Care Centre. She
started going there for treatment back when
it first opened several years ago.
Pat’s lymphoma was diagnosed nearly 20
years ago. In 2014 her treatment program
was moved to the newly built centre. At
Southside she has been treated by Dr Paul
Downe.
It has been a long haul for the tenacious
Pat, who reveals, “The cancer has come
back seven times in that nearly 20 years.”
Currently she has finished the chemotherapy
phase and is attending the centre once a
month for infusions. Pat comments that
treatment has become less invasive over the
years.
She appreciates the welcoming service at
the centre and says, “The centre staff are
absolutely wonderful. Michelle, Rebecca,
Esther and Kim and the new girls – you could
not get better staff. They are very respectful,
courteous and nothing is too much trouble
for them.”

Pat values the level of care from her
specialist at the centre Dr Downe. She
says, “I’m very lucky, Dr Downe looks after
me very well.” They joke about her
advanced age and he takes a keen
interest in her response to treatment. “He
is very interested in my progress and how
I cope with things.” Pat adds.
As well as finding all the team at the centre
to be “very nice”, Pat is complimentary
about the view in the sitting area reserved
for cancer patients. The Southside centre
windows look onto the waterways and
trees of the local area, and further afield
to the city and airport. “It’s beautiful. They
seem to put me near the window every
time.” Pat jokes, “I think I’ve got pole
position!”
Pat’s family have driven her to
appointments for treatment at the Miranda
based centre over the years. On
appointment days both her daughters now
get together to help her out and enjoy a
coffee and a catch-up as well.
If people, particularly those in older age
groups, are unsure about attending a
cancer care centre, intrepid Pat would tell
them, “I say, Go for it”.
Pat is happy to recommend the Southside
centre’s high standard of service: “Look,
the service is second to none.”
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Make a donation

Your donation

Provides the best local support.
The Cancer Care Foundation will enable local CCA Group clinics to purchase
specific specialist equipment and participate in research into causes, diagnosis
and treatment of cancer illnesses, publishing the results and providing training
for medical professionals on the most recent developments.
For patients receiving treatment at CCA Group centres, the Foundation is
committed to making a real difference – because we believe the best care is local.
For more information and to donate, head to:
www.cancercarefoundation.org.au
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